Oscillatory wave fronts in chains of coupled nonlinear oscillators.
Wave front pinning and propagation in damped chains of coupled oscillators are studied. There are two important thresholds for an applied constant stress F: for |F|<F(cd) (dynamic Peierls stress), wave fronts fail to propagate, for F(cd)<|F|<F(cs) stable static and moving wave fronts coexist, and for |F|>F(cs) (static Peierls stress) there are only stable moving wave fronts. For piecewise linear models, extending an exact method of Atkinson and Cabrera's to chains with damped dynamics corroborates this description. For smooth nonlinearities, an approximate analytical description is found by means of the active point theory. Generically for small or zero damping, stable wave front profiles are nonmonotone and become wavy (oscillatory) in one of their tails.